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METRO
Meeting: JOINT POLICY ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION
Date: JULY 14, 1994
Day: THURSDAY
Time: 7:15 a.m.
Place: METRO, CONFERENCE ROOM 370
*1. MEETING REPORT OF JUNE 9, 1994 - APPROVAL REQUESTED.
*2. RESOLUTION NO. 94-1965 - ENDORSING THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF
THE NORTHWEST SUBAREA TRANSPORTATION STUDY - APPROVAL
REQUESTED - Mike Hoglund.
*3. RESOLUTION NO. 94-2009 - FOR THE PURPOSE OF ESTABLISHING A
FIVE AND TEN-YEAR TRANSPORTATION FINANCE STRATEGY - APPROVAL
REQUESTED - Andy Cotugno.
* Material enclosed.
MEETING REPORT
DATE OF MEETING:
GROUP/SUBJECT:
PERSONS ATTENDING:
MEDIA:
SUMMARY:
June 9, 1994
Joint Policy Advisory Committee on Transpor-
tation (JPACT)
Members: Chair Rod Monroe, Susan McLain and
Jon Kvistad, Metro Council; Bernie Giusto,
Cities of Multnomah County; Mike Lindberg
(alt.), City of Portland; Gregory Green
(alt.), DEQ; Tanya Collier, Multnomah County;
Craig Lomnicki, Cities of Clackamas County;
Royce Pollard, City of Vancouver; Roy Rogers,
Washington County; Mike Thorne, Port of
Portland; Tom Walsh, Tri-Met; Rob Drake,
Cities of Washington County; Keith Ahola
(alt.)/ WSDOT; Ed Lindquist, Clackamas
County; Les White (alt.), Clark County; and
Bruce Warner, ODOT
Guests: Peter Fry and Jack Burns, CEIC; Dick
Feeney, Bernie Bottomly and G. B. Arrington,
Tri-Met; John Rist and Dave Williams, ODOT;
Dave Yaden, Consultant for Tri-Met; Steve
Dotterrer, City of Portland; Bob Bothman,
MCCI; Xavier Falcon!, Lake Oswego; Mary
Legry, WSDOT; Jennifer Ball, Conkling, Fiskum
& McCormick; Tom VanderZanden and Rod Sandoz,
Clackamas County; Jerry Parmenter, Washington
County; Dave Lehman and Susie Lahsene, Port
of Portland; Jim Beard, OEC; Dean Looking-
bill, Southwest Washington RTC; and Kathy
Busse, Multnomah County
Staff: Andrew Cotugno, Richard Brandman,
Terry Whisler, Ted Spence, and Lois Kaplan,
Secretary
Gordon Oliver, The Oregonian
The meeting was called to order and a quorum declared by Chair
Rod Monroe. Chair Monroe introduced and welcomed Gregory Green,
alternate to Fred Hansen from DEQ, and Commissioner Lindberg,
alternate for Earl Blumenauer from the City of Portland.
REGION 2 040 UPDATE
Andy Cotugno reported that the newly produced Region 2040 tabloid
would soon arrive in the mail to all Metro area patrons. In
addition, 1,500 copies of a video will be available at the
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counter in Blockbuster video stores. Andy reported that a joint
JPACT/MPAC meeting has been scheduled for Wednesday, June 15, at
5:00 p.m. in the State Building to review background information.
ANNOUNCEMENT
It was announced that Metro's Finance Committee will hold its
public hearing on Wednesday, June 22, at 4:00 p.m. for discussion
on the construction excise tax and elimination of local dues.
Andy Cotugno encouraged jurisdictional comments.
MEETING REPORT
Bruce Warner moved, seconded by Commissioner Collier, to approve
the May 12, 1994 JPACT Meeting Report as written. The motion
PASSED unanimously.
RESOLUTION NO. 94-1964 - ADOPTING THE FY 1995 TO POST 1998
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM AND THE FY 1995 THROUGH 1997
THREE-YEAR APPROVED PROGRAM
Andy Cotugno noted that Resolution No. 94-1964 represents the
culmination of a nine-month extensive process to update the
Transportation Improvement Program and includes ODOT's Six-Year
Program cuts. Outstanding issues were addressed by JPACT at last
month's meeting and forwarded to ODOT. Those issues included how
to handle the alternative modes component, bus-related issues,
and recommendations relating to 1-84 and I-5/Kruse Way projects.
Andy then highlighted the staff report. Bruce Warner noted that
the state cannot concur with the recommendations until the OTC
has met on this issue and takes action.
Andy pointed out that approval of the TIP is still subject to air
quality conformity analysis.
Jack Burns, representing the CEIC, provided testimony relating to
southbound access to the Central Eastside industrial area. He
noted that history relating to the Water Avenue ramp project goes
back 37 years. This matter has gone before LUBA and, in the past
week, the decision not to construct the ramp has been questioned
by the Court of Appeals with instructions that two questions be
answered. By a 4-1 vote, the City Council decided not to build
the Water Avenue ramp project. Mr. Burns indicated this matter
will be pursued further with LUBA in the next few weeks.
Mr. Burns spoke of the importance of providing southbound access
from 1-5 to the Central Eastside for economic development and its
impact on the rest of the transportation system. He further
suggested taking funds provided for the Sylvan interchange ($35
million) and reprogramming $19 million for use on the Water
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Avenue ramp project. The Central Eastside Industrial Qouncil
asks that the $19 million initially programmed for the Water
Avenue ramp project be reprogrammed for that use.
Commissioner Lindberg reported that the Portland City Council has
been meeting regularly with Mr. Burns, is trying to resolve the
southbound access problem, and feels that other alternatives
should be explored for funding.
Bruce Warner commented that, if the Water Avenue ramp project is
included, then another project would have to come off the list.
A discussion then followed on the question of removing 1-5 from
the east bank of the Willamette River. Commissioner Lindberg
noted that the City Council felt there is a better vision for the
east bank that would include mixed use development and wants to
see how it relates to other studies. Bruce Warner spoke of the
OTC's frustration over the possibility of moving the freeway. He
questioned proceeding with an EIS that would later be challenged
and permits appealed. Without closure on the land use/transpor-
tation issue, he felt it would be a difficult process. He noted
that it is now a matter of funding and priorities.
Mayor Drake, representing the cities of Washington County, noted
that, while he was sympathetic to the Water Avenue ramp situa-
tion, he felt the whole Sylvan interchange project was a neces-
sity and definitely represented a priority to the cities of
Washington County. He noted that the project has gone through a
lot of process and questioned removing it from the priority list.
Councilor Giusto asked how the Portland City Council viewed the
Water Avenue ramp project's impact on the comprehensive plan.
Commissioner Lindberg responded that the questions on the appeal
would be resolved in the next few weeks. He noted that because
the ramp would be located on the river, there may be a violation
of the Willamette Greenway in addition to regulations about what
can be constructed within 25-50 feet of the Willamette River.
Councilor McLain asked for clarification on Metro's position on
the Water Avenue ramp. Andy Cotugno noted that if some other
alternative results from the studies, Metro will consider
amending its RTP to replace the ramp as the way to provide the
southbound access. At issue is when it could come under
construction. Bruce Warner pointed out that ODOT would provide
the money to get ready to go into construction if there is
closure on the land use/transportation issues.
Chair Monroe noted that some of the decisions on light rail and
new bridges could impact the Water Avenue ramp project.
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Further discussion centered on the Cityfs consideration for
removal of the 1-5 freeway from the east bank of the Willamette
River.
Commissioner Lindquist spoke of Clackamas County's large trucking
and distribution industry and questioned the wisdom of taking
funds out of the deeply cut list too fast. He concurred that
there is need for southbound access onto 1-5 but agreed with
others that the land use discussions must first be resolved.
He acknowledged that southbound access in that area is important.
Commissioner Lindberg felt that it is up to the City of Portland
now to expedite this work, acknowledging that it needs to be
resolved as soon as possible.
Action Taken: Bruce Warner moved, seconded by Commissioner
Lindquist, to recommend approval of Resolution No. 94-1964,
adopting the FY 1995 to post-1998 Transportation Improvement
Program and the FY 1995-97 three-year approved program. The
motion PASSED unanimously.
ARTERIAL FUND BOND MEASURE
Handouts were distributed outlining the next steps recommended by
the JPACT Finance Subcommittee to seek financing for priority
regional transportation improvements. The multi-modal program is
designed to address regional mobility and subarea road needs and
become an integral part of the state and regional transportation
system. The next step involves a public outreach phase.
Workshops have been scheduled as follows to provide that
opportunity:
. June 21, 1994
11:30 a.m.
Portland Conference Center
102 0 NE Third, Portland
. June 21, 1994
7:00 p.m.
Mt. Hood Community College
2 6000 SE Stark, Gresham
. June 21, 1994
7:00 p.m.
Valley Conference Center
93 68 SW Beaverton-Hillsdale Highway, Beaverton
June 22, 1994
7:00 p.m.
Oregon Institute of Technology
772 6 SE Harmony Road, Milwaukie
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Andy noted that final recommendations for referral of the bond
measure, following the public process, will be considered by
JPACT at its July 14 meeting.
Andy indicated that there have been numerous discussions on
different finance mechanisms and what the priorities should be.
He cited the importance of the JPACT Finance Committee presiding
over these workshops and the need for JPACT and support staff
involvement from the area in which the workshop is located. He
emphasized the importance of affording a good opportunity for
dialogue on transportation priorities as they relate to growth
concerns.
Andy Cotugno reported that the first component of the proposed
General Obligation bond measure has identified $475 million for
regional match for the South/North LRT project that would be
matched with Oregon/Washington state funds as well as federal
funds. Also identified is $25 million needed for development of
the next LRT corridor and the unresolved issue of the airport
connector. The third recommendation is that we include $100
million for urban mobility needs.
Andy felt that a mailing list of 500 would be utilized and asked
for further input for interested groups.
Commissioner Lindquist, JPACT Finance Committee Chair, stressed
the importance of the public hearings in order to move this
forward. He assured the Committee that the recommendations would
hot be finalized until after that process.
Chair Monroe commented that there have been some concerns ex-
pressed that we might be developing strictly a highway funding
package. He noted that light rail is the major component of the
package. In the original recommendation and proposed schedule,
the 1995 legislative session was delineated for a constitutional
amendment for use of a vehicle registration fee for South/North
LRT. Chair Monroe noted that several things have happened since
Ballot Measure 5. He felt that the only real option for local
funding is a General Obligation bond and that there is no reason
to wait for the Legislature. Chair Monroe cited the importance
of getting the local match guaranteed and the advantage that
offers in competing nationwide for funding.
Chair Monroe also noted the concern expressed that arterial
development needs have been put on the "back burner." He didn't
feel the region can continue to delay meeting those needs and
cited the failure at the 1993 legislative session for creating
the problem. He pointed out that other statewide interests have
expressed negative comments over proposing a gas tax approach.
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Councilor Kvistad was not supportive of the proposed funding mode
split and questioned the need to allocate $475 million for the
South/North project.
Commissioner Lindquist felt it is important that we acknowledge
that this is a team effort and that there needs to be another
funding mechanism for local roads. He indicated that we will not
be solving the whole problem but there is need to gain public
comment, sort it out, and tie those needs into the Legislature.
Commissioner Collier felt that taking a list of candidate
projects in a funding package to the hearings would skew the
hearings toward light rail. She didn't feel it would solve the
road funding issues by targeting $475 million toward light rail,
which she felt was high, and cited the need for further informa-
tion on LRT. She felt there should be more discussion on a mix
of projects before it goes to public hearing.
Mayor Drake expressed concern about the timeline in terms of
missing Washington County committee deadlines. Even though he
acknowledged that Metro would be sending out the notices for a
June 21 workshop, he noted there would be no hearing held in
either Hillsboro or Tualatin. He felt a 12-day lead was not
sufficient and, in order to gain public support, we should be
mindful of the need for grassroots involvement.
Councilor McLain noted some concerns relating to mode split and
the dollar figures. Although she acknowledged the short time-
frame prior to public hearings, she felt there would be further
opportunities to gain public input and questioned whether it
would be good public policy to miss out on a federal source of
funding for multi-modal projects. If there's concern about mode
split, then she felt there's all the more reason to get the
dialogue started with the public. She also felt more information
is needed, that it is appropriate for JPACT and Metro to start
this process and cited the need to partner up with the Legisla-
ture. She did not, however, feel that missing deadlines was a
good way to gain the public trust but added that this was only
the starting point in the process and that there would be many
future opportunities for public input.
Councilor Giusto supported the concept of the South/North LRT
corridor investment but was concerned that the proposal is
introduced at the right time. He expressed opposition to the
fact that there is very little detail to discuss at this time and
questioned the purpose of the workshop.
Dave Lohman also questioned whether the timing was right as he
felt there is no November deadline. It was noted that the timing
is based on comments from Tim Hibbitts (TH Research) who advises
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that the best time to take these issues to the voters is at a
general election. He felt the effort should be postponed until
spring of 1995. He asked whether the state will be asked for
$400 million from lottery funds. Andy Gotugno responded that he
felt the lottery funds were an appropriate funding source but
noted that it is the state's prerogative to change the source.
Andy explained that match for the non-rail component would be
sought at the next legislative session out of a gas tax package.
Commissioner Collier felt we should hold off the public hearings
and that no set amount of money be targeted for light rail until
people are asked for input for a balance of transportation needs.
In response, Commissioner Lindquist cited the need to move ahead
now, noting that the impacts of Measure 5 need to be dealt with.
He cited past history that indicated that a lot of past projects
wouldn't have been funded if the leadership hadn't been provided.
He spoke of Senatorial support from Washington, D.C. and sup-
portive leaders at the state level that might not be in place two
years from now, justifying the need to move forward at this time
and encouraging JPACT not to back away from the November elec-
tion.
Commissioner Collier asked whether Tri-Met is tied to a $475
million commitment on the South/North light rail. The response
indicated that the identified numbers resulted from what is
expected to be required to allow for the project's inclusion in
the reauthorization of ISTEA. Reauthorization of ISTEA evolves
around a five or six-year cycle. Tom pointed out that, if we're
not prepared to go the full amount in the next authorization
process (1995-96), then the project would be pushed to the year
2003. Commissioner Collier cited the importance of balance in
providing for a mix of our infrastructure while acknowledging the
importance of South/North light rail. She spoke of unmet bridge
needs and noted that these issues need to be addressed in public
hearings. She asked whether a 10-year schedule couldn't be
proposed. The response indicated that ODOT couldn't guarantee a
50 percent match over that period of time. Commissioner Collier
felt that a longer range, more balanced appropriation would be
more salable to the public.
Chair Monroe indicated that there are two variables of the
proposal: 1) the size of the project has not been determined;
and 2) we don't really know what the appropriate local resources
should be — State Legislature, north of the Columbia River or
the Federal Government. He felt those issues could be discussed
during the public workshop process. He noted that the prelimi-
nary numbers from the JPACT Finance Subcommittee are not "carved
in stone." There was further discussion on a concept of a
package that includes LRT and highway projects tied to state
match.
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Les White spoke of citizen input from Clark County and the
comments that acknowledged that it will never be cheaper than
today. In terms of a federal commitment, what is now 50 percent
may not be the same in the year 2003. He spoke of problems in
the Seattle area linked to public distrust. Les pointed out
that, in this region, everyone is working toward a completed
transportation system. He felt the region would be supported
because there is a unified governmental effort. He noted that
this region has been singled out as a leader in that respect and
asked that this proposal be looked at as the beginning of a
process rather than the end of one.
Commissioner Lindberg spoke of the advantage of going out with a
specific dollar figure for LRT rather than a budget process.
Discussion followed relating to the process, timing and funding
for LRT and the need to have a magnitude of the project in order
to leverage those projects. It was agreed that those issues need
to be discussed with the public in order to gain their support.
Dave Lohman cited the importance of getting into the next ISTEA
bill but did not agree on the need to move toward a November
timeline. The Port does not oppose going ahead with a joint
roads/arterial program but wants a coalition in place or it
anticipates a shortfall of support. He stressed the importance
of taking it to the public and then building to form a coalition.
Mayor Lomnicki spoke of the gains to be made by moving forward at
this time on the South/North LRT line. He asked that the group
keep its focus on the importance of the South/North LRT to the
region. He also felt there would be a shortfall of support if it
was not a unified effort. He cited the need to go to the 1995
Legislature in order to get the state's commitment, that LRT
should be regarded as a local collective issue in order to see it
to fruition, and felt that the timing was right.
Councilor Kvistad expressed concern over the dramatic shift of
priorities; was supportive of a funding package and the November
timeline if there was flexibility on funding amounts; did not
feel we would be reducing a commitment to LRT if the amount was
reduced to $200 million; and didn't feel that $100 million was a
sufficient number for roads.
Mayor Drake supported the general concept. He noted that the
Washington County Mayors discussed an Arterial Program, not LRT.
He questioned four-fifths of the funding package being proposed
for LRT, noting that it represented a shift in emphasis. He felt
it reflected a heavy mix of light rail. He noted that the Mayors
group had decided to hold off on an MSTIP3 measure because of
this issue. Mayor Drake cited the importance of getting this
information before the Washington County Mayors as soon as
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possible. He wasn't questioning the vision of a regional LRT
program but felt there wasn't a lot of process to introduce that
major concept. He cited the need to learn from this before we
proceed or the measure will be defeated. He didn't feel we have
done enough to set the stage.
Councilor McLain agreed that it is public policy to want more
notice and involvement but felt that this is only the beginning
and the first step in the process. She cited the need to
exercise leadership in this undertaking and pointed out there
would be future opportunities for public involvement before it is
determined what the next step will be.
ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned.
REPORT WRITTEN BY: Lois Kaplan
COPIES TO: Rena Cusma
Dick Engstrbm
JPACT Members
STAFF REPORT
CONSIDERATION OF RESOLUTION NO. 94-1965 FOR THE PURPOSE OF
ENDORSING THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE NORTHWEST SUBAREA
TRANSPORTATION STUDY
Date: May 31, 1994 Presented by: Michael Hoglund
PROPOSED ACTION
This resolution endorses the recommendations contained in the
Northwest Subarea Transportation Study Alternatives Analysis and
Recommendations Report. The resolution further directs Metro
staff to work with ODOT, Tri-Met, the City of Portland, and
Washington County to develop Memoranda of Understanding for
implementation of study recommendations through local plans and
capital programming processes.
TPAC reviewed the study recommendations at its May 27 meeting and
recommends approval of Resolution No. 94-1965.
FACTUAL BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS
Study Purpose and Approach
The Northwest Subarea Transportation Study was initiated in 1991
to address traffic problems related to existing and future travel
between Washington County and the City of Portland and within the
study area. The study focus was on east-west traffic in the
Cornell/Barnes/Burnside corridor. Also analyzed were north-south
travel, internal circulation, transit service, and transportation
systems and demand management strategies. Attachment A summa-
rizes the study and includes a study area map.
Modified Study Approach
The initial study objective was to develop transportation strate-
gies that would significantly enhance mobility and relieve the
congestion problems within the subarea. Strategies were to
examine the potential of new facilities or expansions to the
existing street system for their ability to achieve currently
adopted service standards and reduce neighborhood traffic infil-
tration. However, a number of actions at the federal, state, and
local level required a modified approach to the study.
The modified approach was based on a number of "planning in
transition" issues that are more appropriately being addressed
through Metro's Region 2 040 planning process and the update to
the RTP. First, to meet State Transportation Planning Rule (TPR)
requirements and goals, the Region 2 040 Study is examining
regional land use and transportation options that may result in
recommendations that alter the need for additional major trans-
portation facilities in the study area. Any such decisions
coming from the Northwest Subarea Study were determined to have
been premature.
Second, uncertainties associated with federal planning require-
ments also limited the study scope. The Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) requires that in non-
attainment areas for carbon monoxide or ozone (such as the Metro
area), and pursuant to the Clean Air Act, congestion management
systems (CMS) be developed before significant single-occupant
vehicle (SOV) projects using federal funds can be advanced. At a
minimum, a CMS shall include "an appropriate analysis of all
reasonable travel demand reduction strategies and operational
management strategies for the corridor in which an SOV facility
is proposed." The proposed rule in ISTEA also states, "this
analysis must demonstrate how far such strategies can go in
eliminating the need for additional SOV capacity in the corri-
dor." The CMS is essentially being developed in conjunction
with, and will focus on, the updated RTP. As a result, any pro-
posals for new SOV facilities as part of the Northwest Subarea
Study and prior to the RTP Update would also be premature at this
time.
Consequently, the modified approach, developed jointly between
Metro staff, the Study Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC), and the
Study Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), limited the number and
scope of study alternatives. The approach was to group the study
alternatives into two categories. These included:
First sequence alternatives consisting of a no-build scenario,
TSM/TDM type scenarios and transit improvement scenarios.
Those types of alternatives were considered to be consistent
with current planning policy and would be necessary regardless
of the Region 2040 decision.
Second sequence alternatives included arterial improvement
scenarios and scenarios with new regional facilities. These
alternatives could be greatly influenced by Region 2040 and
RTP decisions.
Consistent with the modified approach, first sequence alterna-
tives were evaluated against the study's identified performance
criteria and were considered in the recommended package of
projects, as appropriate. Second sequence alternatives were not
evaluated against the study criteria, and performance measure-
ments were used for informational purposes only. Second sequence
alternatives were not considered for inclusion in the recommended
package. The study TAC and CAC recommend that second sequence
alternatives be forwarded for review as part of the RTP update,
as appropriate.
Evaluation Methodology
Study alternatives were evaluated against a number of qualitative
and quantitative criteria. The criteria were grouped into three
main categories:
1. Neighborhood and Environmental Impacts. These criteria
examined each alternative's impacts on the built and natural
environment and through traffic within the Cornell and
Barnes/Burnside Corridor.
2. Clean Air Act and TPR Objectives. Criteria included vehicle
miles of travel, energy consumption, and emissions of
hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, and nitrogen oxides.
3. Transit and System Performance. Criteria included vehicle
hours of delay, transit ridership, and number of drive-alone
vehicles.
Each of the above criteria were weighted and assigned points.
Project costs were estimated and a modified cost/benefit analysis
was developed. Only projects meeting study objectives and having
a significant (as tested) impact on traffic or operations were
included in the study recommendations.
Study Recommendations
Attachment A to the staff report is the study's Executive Summary
Report, The report includes the study goals and objectives,
summarizes the study process, provides an overview of previous
study reports, and lists and describes study recommendations.
The report also includes an analysis of the ability of the
recommendations to meet study objectives. Recommendations begin
on page 4 and are summarized in the table and maps in the back of
the report.
Finally, the study also recommends that the local projects in the
preferred alternative be reviewed and implemented through local
capital improvement programs, or (for transit projects) Tri-Met's
Annual Service Plan. To ensure such review, it is proposed that
memoranda of understanding (MOUs) between Metro and the local
jurisdictions be developed. The MOUs would include a commitment
from the implementing agency or jurisdiction to review the
recommendations as part of their capital programming activities.
Public Involvement/Local Coordination
The study included ongoing technical and citizen advisory
committees. Attachment B lists the members. In addition,
outreach efforts include two public meetings in the study area
(one to discern issues and problems and a second to present
findings and recommendations); a regular newsletter sent to
interested persons; and periodic presentations to interested
organizations. Attachment C is a summary of public comment from
a December 1993 public meeting to discuss preliminary study
recommendations.
Schedule
JPACT will review recommendations June 9; the Metro Planning
Committee public hearing is June 16; and Metro Council action is
June 2 3.
EXECUTIVE OFFICER'S RECOMMENDATION
The Executive Officer recommends approval of Resolution No. 94-
1965.
Executive Summary
Northwest Subarea Transportation Study
March 30, 1994
94140SG
: METRO
600 NE Grand Ave. '•
Portland, OR '97232
(503) 797-1700
ATTACHMENT
3-30-94
Northwest Subarea Transportation Study's Executive Summary
This Executive Summary highlights the key findings of the Northwest
Subarea Transportation Study. Complete information on the results of this
study are found in the Alternatives Analysis and Recommendations Report.
Study Purpose
The Northwest Subarea Transportation Study was initiated in early 1991 to
address problems related to existing and future traffic movements between
Washington County and the City of Portland. The study focuses on east-west
traffic in the Cornell/Barnes/Burnside corridor, but also examines north-
south travel patterns along with transit service, transportation systems
management, and demand management strategies.
Map A (next page) identifies the Northwest Subarea Transportation Study's
primary and secondary study areas. The primary study area represents the
major area of focus. This area experiences traffic infiltration due to increasing
congestion on east-west facilities such as the Sunset Highway and Barnes-
Burnside. The primary study area is also an area which has not previously
undergone a comprehensive transportation analysis. Such an analysis has
been requested by local residents and governments since the late 1970's and is
noted as an issue area within the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP).
The secondary study area represents an additional area of potential
transportation mitigation and further defines a travel shed which impacts the
primary study area. Potential traffic solutions for the study have concentrated
on both the primary and secondary study areas.
Study Reports
The Northwest Subarea Transportation Study has resulted in five reports:
1. Background Report. Completed in February of 1991, this report
includes a list of study issues, goals and objectives; a compendium of existing
and historical transportation information; and a summary of transportation
policies, plans, and programs which influence the study area.
2. Base Year (1988) Conditions Report. This report was completed in
December of 1991 and includes 1988 base year information (volumes,
capacities, v/c ratios) and a through trip methodology which evaluates study
area travel patterns and identifies problem areas using a number of
evaluation tools.
3. Forecast Year (2010) Conditions Report. Completed in February of 1992,
this report includes projected 2010 future year information (volumes,
capacities, v/c ratios). The same through trip methodology and evaluation
tools that were used in the 1988 Conditions Report were applied. In addition,
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a comparison to the 1988 Conditions Report for each of the evaluation tools
was completed.
4. Alternatives Development and Evaluation Methodology Report This
report was completed in May of 1993 and accomplished three study tasks.
First, it described the future (2010) transportation issues and problems that
this study was designed to address. These issues and problems include:
congestion and resulting through traffic within the study area, locally
generated traffic and poor access to the Sunset Highway, the lack of public
transit in the primary study area, natural and geographic constraints, and
capacity constraints on the Sunset Highway. Second, this report developed
several alternative scenarios intended to address study area problems. Third,
it developed an evaluation methodology to evaluate and determine which
alternative scenario (or combination of scenarios) will most effectively
address the study issues and transportation problems. Evaluation required
consistency with federal, state, regional, and local transportation goals and
objectives.
5. Alternatives Analysis and Recommendations Report This report was
completed in March of 1994 and accomplished three study tasks. First, it
provided a detailed system level alternatives analysis. The alternatives
analysis applied evaluation measures related to through traffic, the natural
and built environment, transit ridership, vehicle miles of travel, vehicle
hours of delay, vehicle emissions, energy consumption, and project costs.
Second, this report defined a preferred alternative. The evaluation criteria
was reapplied to measure improvement to system performance. Third, the
report recommends an implementation strategy for the preferred alternative
and identifies implications for the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP).
Study Process
Assisting Metro staff were a Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) consisting of
study area neighborhood associations, business groups, and interested parties.
A Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) consisting of local jurisdictions and
transportation agencies assisted staff with technical data and policy decisions.
Two public meetings were held with residents and business people in the area
to discuss the study issues and recommendations, and obtain their feedback.
Study Goals and Objectives
The study goals and objectives are:
Goal- Recommend an efficient, cost-effective, and integrated transportation
network for the Northwest Subarea study areas, which enhances mobility,
reduces peak congestion, improves auto and pedestrian safety, enhances
neighborhood livability, and protects natural resources while maintaining
access to business and jobs; and complies with state and federal regulations
and is sensitive to local plans and policies.
Executive Summary
Objective #1- Identify transportation improvements that reduce the negative
impacts on neighborhoods by minimizing inappropriate through traffic and
providing more alternative transportation options.
Objective #2- Identify transit improvements designed to provide better access
to the Westside Light Rail Transit (LRT), and provide efficient transit service
to some parts of the study area that would otherwise be under served.
Objective #3- Identify an adequate arterial/collector street system, for both
east-west and north-south access, that supports the anticipated levels of
development north of the Sunset Highway and facilitates connections to
adjacent areas.
Objective #4- Identify bicycle and pedestrian improvements that enhance
transit usage, connect to the regional bike network, connect to transit
networks and major activity centers, and encourage the use of bicycling and
walking for short trips.
Objective #5- Identify, as appropriate, potential access improvements to
Westside LRT and the Sunset Highway, west of Highway 217, that facilitate
regional traffic.
These goals and objectives recognize that the westside of the region suffers
from a general lack of east-west travel capacity. However, any solutions to
that problem must await completion of the Region 2040 Study. Following
Region 2040, a decision may be made to comprehensively address that
problem.
Policy Objectives/ Planning Guidelines
Initially the study envisioned recommending a preferred alternative that
would significantly enhance mobility and resolve the congestion problems
within the corridor. This preferred alternative could have potentially
recommended new facilities or major capacity increases on existing facilities
in order to achieve currently adopted level of service standards. However, a
number of new policy objectives/ policy guidelines placed corridor capacity
expansion beyond the scope of the study.
Essentially, the study team, including staff, the CAC, and the TAC, limited the
study alternatives due to uncertainty associated with a number of "planning
in transition" issues that are being comprehensively addressed through
Metro's Region 2040 planning process and the subsequent update to the RTP.
As required in the State Transportation Planning Rule 12, Region 2040 is
examining regional land use and transportation options that may result in
recommendations that alter the need for additional major transportation
facilities. The Region 2040 recommendations may suggest land use scenarios
for the Northwest Subarea study area that range anywhere from no-growth
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(due to terrain and service provision constraints); to high density
development (due to its relative central location and access to regional
transportation facilities). Results and recommendations for Region 2040, and
an updated RTP, will not be complete until May of 1995, hence the term
"planning in transition". As a result, major capital projects, particularly those
that could influence land use or would be influenced by land use, were not
considered for inclusion as study recommendations.
Furthermore, uncertainties associated with new federal and state planning
guidelines also limited the study scope. The Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) requires that in non attainment areas
for carbon monoxide or ozone (like Portland) pursuant to the Clean Air Act,
interim and /or final Congestion Management Systems (CMS) plans be
developed before significant single occupant vehicle (SOV) projects using
Federal funds can be advanced. At a minimum, the interim CMS shall
include "an appropriate analysis of all reasonable travel demand reduction
strategies and operational management strategies for the corridor in which a
SOV facility is proposed." The proposed rule in ISTEA also states, "this
analysis miist demonstrate how far such strategies can go in eliminating the
need for additional SOV capacity in the corridor."
Vehicle miles of travel (VMT) per capita reduction goals are also required by
the State's Transportation Rule 12. For the Portland area, Rule 12 requires
regional and local transportation plans be designed to support the objectives
of reducing regional VMT per capita by 10 percent within 20 years of adoption
of a plan; and by 20 percent within 30 years of adoption. These requirements
will influence decisions to construct projects that add SOV capacity in a
corridor.
As a result of these policy objectives and planning guidelines, the study
grouped alternative scenarios into two categories. First sequence alternatives
consisted of a no build scenario, TSM type scenarios and transit improvement
scenarios. Second sequence alternatives consisted of major capital
improvement projects (expanding capacity), and included arterial
improvement scenarios, and scenarios with new regional facilities. First
sequence alternatives were evaluated against the study's identified
performance criteria. Second sequence alternatives were not evaluated
against the study criteria, and performance measurements were used for
informational purposes only. The study recommendation is to implement a
preferred alternative that combines the best elements from the first sequence
alternatives. The system alternatives from the second sequence will be
forwarded for consideration as part of the next update of the RTP.
Study Recommendations
Attached to this executive summary (for quick reference) is a table which lists
each project the study is recommending, and three maps that show the
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location of these projects. The table provides a brief description, the name of
the implementing agency, a recommended time frame for implementation,
and a cost estimate for each of the projects.
The study is recommending for implementation into the RTP and local
plans, a "preferred alternative" which includes the following transportation
projects:
1) Access/ safety improvement projects that are oriented towards improving
safety, access, and traffic circulation. These projects are not to be considered as
required safety mitigation projects. Access/ safety improvement projects
include:
• Signalizing the intersections at Macleay/ Tichner and Burnside, provide
left turn bays, and provide left turn restrictions at Maywood and Burnside.
• Improving the intersection at NW Barnes and Burnside.
• Signalizing the intersection at SW Skyline and Burnside.
• Signalizing the intersection at NW Skyline and Burnside.
• Providing a right turn lane at SW Barnes and Miller Road for westbound
Barnes traffic, and a separate signal phase for southbound Miller traffic.
• Realigning and improving the intersection at Capitol Highway and Sunset
Drive, including a left turn bay for westbound traffic to access Wilson High
School.
2) Adding bicycle and pedestrian improvement projects that are consistent
with RTP and State Transportation Rule 12 objectives. These projects are
designed to improve walk and bike access for short, localized trips. The local
implementation of these bicycle and pedestrian facilities will seek to provide
continuous, convenient, and safe facilities. Bicycle and pedestrian
improvement projects include:
• General bicycle/pedestrian improvements on Burnside (segments of
sidewalks and bike facilities), from NW 23rd to SW Barnes, to improve
access to transit.
• A continuation of the bike lane on Barnes Road from Leahy Road to
Burnside.
• A bicycle/pedestrian lane on Cornell Road from Westover to Miller.
• A bicycle/pedestrian lane on Cornell Road from Miller to 112th.
• A connecting bikeway on Miller Road.
• A bicycle/pedestrian lane on the Barnes Road Extension from Highway
217 to 112th.
• A bikeway on Leahy Road between Cornell Road and Barnes Road.
3) Installing bike lockers at Westside LRT stations and transit stations with
park and ride lots.
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4) Adding privately run express transit service, from Forest Heights to the
downtown Portland transit mall via Miller Road and Barnes/ Burnside, with
service every 15 minutes during the peak hours only.
5) Increasing bus service on the existing line #20 that runs on Barnes/
Burnside, with service every 15 minutes during both the peak and off peak
hours.
6) Adding TSM improvement projects on Beaverton-Hillsdale Highway from
Bertha Blvd. to Scholls Ferry Road. Includes a bypass lane for through
eastbound traffic from Beaverton-Hillsdale Highway to Capitol Highway.
7) Adding an exit lane from 1-405 southbound to Sunset Highway westbound.
Widening will occur at the east end of the project, with re-striping along the
rest of the ramp.
8) Adjusting the signal phasing at NW Cornell and Miller Road during the
peak hours, with the intent of discouraging through traffic on Cornell east of
Miller, while maintaining a safe and well balanced intersection. (Local
implementation of these adjustments will be dependent upon additional
analysis of this intersection).
9) Increasing bus service on eight of the future lines that feed into the
Westside LRT. Service on five of these lines would be provided every 15
minutes during the peak, and every 20 minutes during the off peak. Service
on the other three lines would be provided every 15 minutes during the peak,
and every 30 minutes during the off peak.
10) Adding a feeder bus to the Westside LRT that runs from Rock Creek
Community College, through Bethany via West Union Road, to the Sunset
Transit Station, with service every 15 minutes during the peak and every 20
minutes during the off peak hours.
11) Providing additional bus shelters at selected locations along the existing
line #20 route, west of NW 23rd and Burnside.
For long term implementation, the study is also recommending new bus
service, which would run on Cornell Road from Downtown Portland to Oak
Hills (NW 153rd and Oak Hills Dr.) with stops at Forest Heights, through Tri-
Met's Annual Service Plan.
The study supports regional efforts to examine various land use mixes for
their ability to reduce and shorten trips taken by auto. In particular, the study
supports Region 2040 efforts to define a long-term urban form and transit
related development activities. The land use factors used in this study
implied that a better mix of land uses would reduce travel demand by auto.
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The level of travel reduction and shortening of trips will need additional
study. Any long term solution to auto travel demand is likely to include
transportation demand management (TDM) programs as well as a better mix
of land uses.
The study is recommending that the local projects in the preferred alternative
be reviewed and implemented through local capital improvement programs,
or (for transit projects) Tri-Met's Annual Service Plan. Regional projects
within the preferred alternative are recommended for review and
implementation as part of the RTP update for Rule 12.
Analysis of the study's ability to meet its goals and objectives
The following is an assessment of how well the recommendations work
towards accomplishing each study goal and objective:
Goal - Recommend an efficient, cost-effective, and integrated transportation
network for the Northwest Subarea study areas, which enhances mobility,
reduces peak congestion, improves auto and pedestrian safety, enhances
neighborhood livability, and protects natural resources while maintaining
access to business and jobs; and complies with state and federal regulations
and is sensitive to local plans and policies.
The preferred alternative does little to reduce peak congestion and enhance
mobility. These problems may be resolved through a combination of
restructuring regional land use development, aggressive congestion
management plans, and providing the necessary capacity to accommodate
travel demand in this corridor. These are regional issues that will be dealt
with in the Region 2040 study and the RTP update, and were beyond the scope
of this study.
Considering the "planning in transition" issues that restricted major capacity
expansion traffic solutions, the study adequately addresses the primary goal.
The preferred alternative provides an integrated transportation network that
combines intersection improvements (TSM projects) and additional transit
service with elements of a transportation demand management (TDM)
program. The preferred alternative enhances neighborhood livability by
allowing better access to major city traffic streets, reducing through traffic in
the neighborhoods along Cornell, and providing safer auto and pedestrian
crossings at key intersections. The study used a process that measured cost
effectiveness of each first sequence alternative.
Objective #2- Identify transportation improvements that reduce the negative
impacts on neighborhoods by minimizing inappropriate through traffic and
providing more alternative transportation options.
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The preferred alternative reduces through traffic by nearly 12 percent on
Cornell, and by over 11 percent on Burnside. Overall, these reductions enable
the preferred alternative to meet the objective of minimizing inappropriate
through traffic.
The study meets the objective of providing alternative transportation options
by providing improved access to existing transit, and additional bicycle and
pedestrian facilities. The study also addresses the issue of increasing
carpooling and vanpooling efforts.
Objective #2- Identify transit improvements designed to provide better access
to the Westside LRT, and provide efficient transit service to some parts of the
study area that would otherwise be under served.
The preferred alternative provides better access to the Westside LRT by
improving service on some feeder buses, and providing bicycling facilities to
(and bike lockers at) LRT stations. The new transit service for the Bethany
area provides service to an area that would otherwise be under served, while
meeting transit service standards. The new transit service on Cornell Road
(from Downtown Portland to Oak Hills) also serves an area that would
otherwise be under served. Overall, the study recommendations meet
objective #2.
Objective #3- Identify an adequate arterial/collector street system, for both
east-west and north-south access, that supports the anticipated levels of
development north of the Sunset Highway and facilitates connections to
adjacent areas.
The study determined that the east-west arterial/ collector street system north
of the Sunset Highway (Cornell and Burnside) would provide adequate
capacity in 2010 if not burdened with through traffic. The north-south street
system in the primary, study area provides adequate capacity and access even
with the through traffic it carries. However, some trips must travel out of
direction to access the Sunset Highway. With the current policy restrictions
on the distances between interchanges on the Sunset Highway, and the
geographical constraints, the study did not seek a solution to the out of
direction movements.
Objective #4- Identify bicycle and pedestrian improvements that enhance
transit usage, connect to the regional bike network, connect to transit
networks and major activity centers, and encourage the use of bicycling and
walking for short trips.
The preferred alternative provides additional bicycle and pedestrian facilities
that connect to the transit network and major activity centers (i.e. downtown,
Sunset Transit Center, and Forest Heights). The bicycle and pedestrian
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improvements on Cornell, Miller, and Barnes Road complete an important
connection in the regional bike network. The new facilities should encourage
bicycling and walking for short trips. No adjustment to the regional bicycle
system is recommended.
Objective #5- Identify, as appropriate, potential access improvements to
Westside LRT and the Sunset Highway, west of Highway 217, that facilitate
regional traffic.
Beyond the transit and bicycle access improvements to the Westside LRT that
were shown under objective #2, the study does not propose any additional
access to the Sunset Highway or LRT.
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Final NWS fteooffimendations
Number Location Description Implementing
Agency
Timine
5 year (CIP) 1 10 year I 10-20 year
Cost
Estimates
Access/ Safety Improvement Projects
l
2
3
4
5
6
Burnsldc at Macleay/
Tichner
Burnside at NW Barnes
Burnside at SW Skyline
Burnside at NW Skyline
SW Barnes at Miller
SW Capitol Highway at
Sunset Drive
Signalize intersections and provide
left turn bays on Burnside
Improve intersection (signage)
Signalize intersection
Signalize intersection
Provide right turn lane for
westbound, and separate signal
phase for southbound
Realign the intersection, include left
turn bay to Wilson High School
City of Portland
City of Portland
City of Portland
City of Portland
Washington County
City of Portland
X
X
X
X
X
X:
•** $150,000
$5,000
$474,500
$200,000
$41,500
$1,000,000
Sub Total $ 1 , 8 7 1 , 0 0 0
Transportation Systems Management (TSM) Projects
7
8
9
Beaverton-Hillsdale Hwy.
at Bertha/Capitol
1-405 at Sunset Highway
Cornell at Miller
Eastbound bus bypass lane from
Beaverton-Hillsdale Hwy. to Capitol
Add SB to WB exit ramp, widen at
east end and res tripe rest of ramp
Adjust signal phasing to discourage
through traffic on Cornell, monitor
City of Portland
ODOT
City of Portland
X
X
X
$25,000
$290,000
$2,000-
Sub Total $317,00 0
Bicycle and Pedestrian Protects
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
Burnside from NW
Macleay to SW Barnes
Burnside near NW Barnes
SW Barnes from Leahy to
Burnside
Cornell from Westover to
Miller
Cornell from Miller
t o l l 2 t h
Miller Road
Barnes Road Exiention
from Hwy.217 to 112th
Leahy Road
Add segments of bike facilities and
sidewalks
Add a pedestrian overpass
Add a bike lane
Add bicycle/pedestrian lane
Add bicycle/pedestrian lanes
Add a bikeway
Add bicycle/pedestrian lanes
Add a bikeway
City of Portland
City of Portland
Washington County
City of Portland
Washington County
City of Portland
/Washington County
Washington County
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
$500,000
$500,000,
$208,000
$518,000
• $500,000
$71,000
$327,000
$667,000
Sub Total $ 3 , 2 9 1 , 0 0 0
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Number Location
Final NWS Rocom iatlons
Description Implementing
Agency
Timing
5 year (GIP) 1 10 year I 10-20 year
Cost
Estimates
Transit Proiects
' 18
19
2 0
21
22
23
24
25
Burnsidc/Barnes west of
NW 23rd
Various locations to
Westside LRT
Various locations to
Westside LRT
Bethany Area to Westside
LRT
Burnside and Barnes
Westside LRT stations and
Park and Ride lots
Oak Hills to downtown
Portland
Forest Heights to
downtown Portland
Increase transit service on the
existing line #20 to 15 min. service
during both peak and off peak.
Increase transit service on 5 feeder
bus lines to 15 min. service during
peak and 20 min. during off peak.
Increase transit service on 3 feeder
bus lines to 15 min. service during
peak and 30 min. during off peak.
Add a feeder bus line from Rock
Creek Community College (via West
Union Road, and Saltzman) to the
Sunset Transit Station, with 15
minute service during peak and 20
minute service during off peak.
Provide additional bus shelters at
selected locations along the existing
line #20 route, west of NW 23rd and
Burnside.
Install bike lockers
Add new bus line on Cornell Road,
with stops at Forest Heights.
Maintain privately run express
transit with 15 min. service during
peak hours only.
Tri-Met
Tri-Met
Tri-Met
Tri-Met
Tri-Met
Tri-Mct
Tri-Met
Forest Heights and
City of Portland X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
** $486,300
•* 5630,500
** $400,800
** $806,000
$22,400
$35,500
*• $835,400
$0
Sub Total $57,900
Sub Total ** $ 3 , 1 5 9 , 0 0 0
Grand Total $ 5 , 5 3 6 , 9 0 0
• The scope of this project is subject to change, and may result in a new cost estimate.
•• Project costs are per year estimates to provide transit service.
*** This project has been completed and will be operational in March of 1994.
Note: All above cost estimates are systems planning level estimates, not engineering estimates.
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Summary of Key Issues from NW Subarea Study's
December 13,1993 Public Meeting
Issue #1 - Should the Cornell/Miller intersection be the only intersection on
Cornell that delays through traffic with a signal phasing change? Should staff
look at changing the signal phasing on Cornell at intersections west of Miller?
Should signal phasing changes be considered at the intersection of Cornell
and Murray?
Staff is currently looking at signal phasing changes at Cornell and 112th,
Cornell and Barnes/Saltzman, along with Cornell and Miller; in order to
discourage through traffic on Cornell. At each of these intersections the
through movement will be assumed to have an additional 15 seconds of red
time over the existing (or normal) red time, and the north/south movement
will have an additional 15 seconds of green time. The intent of this approach
is to spread the additional delay for through trips on Cornell over three
different intersections, instead of having a 45 second delay at only Cornell and
Miller. This approach should reduce the probability that drivers will violate a
signal and thus create a safety problem. Changes to the signal phasing at
Cornell and Murray were not considered due to the level of congestion that
currently exists at this intersection during peak hours.
Issues #2- The neighborhood at the east end of Cornell is negatively impacted
by through traffic. What other neighborhoods and transportation functions
are legitimately served by Cornell?
Staffs answer is that Cornell between Miller and NW 28th (in the City of
Portland) is classified as a Neighborhood Collector. With this classification,
this portion of Cornell should serve as the street that collects neighborhood
traffic from Forest Heights, and the Forest Park and Hillside neighborhoods,
and carry it between these neighborhoods and to adjacent neighborhood
districts (i.e.. NW Portland). However, the portion of Cornell west of Miller
is classified as a Minor Arterial by Washington County, and as such it serves a
broader area.
Issue #3- The study's recommendations on bicycle improvement projects
received favorable comments at the public meeting. As requested at the
public meeting, the Alternatives Analysis and Recommendation Report
could add language to provide an adequate number of bike lane signs as part
of the recommendations for bicycle and pedestrian improvement projects.
Staff agrees that the Alternatives Analysis and Recommendations Report will
add language that recommends an adequate number of signs for the
designation of new bicycle and pedestrian facilities.
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Issue #4- Should the study consider more bus service on Leahy Road? A
comment at the public meeting was that the current service runs too
infrequently.
Currently the NW Subarea Study recommendations do not include
additional transit service on Leahy. Preliminary transit analysis shows little
new ridership could be obtained from additional service on the line #60.
Metro staff will check with Tri-Met to see if they have considered additional
service on Leahy.
Issue #5- Will changing the signal phasing at Cornell and Miller (by 45
seconds for the through movement) during the peak hours create traffic and
safety problems? Will this change result in insufficient storage space in the
eastbound right turn lane on Cornell?
The issue will be considered in more detail after the City of Portland performs
a level of service (LOS) analysis on this intersection. The impact of this
scenario on the LOS at other intersections within Washington County (i.e.
Cornell/112th, Cornell/Saltzman, etc.) will also be analyzed. Results of this
analysis will be discussed at the March 2nd NW Subarea TAC meeting.
Issue # 6- Should signal changes at Cornell/112th, Cornell/Saltzman, and
Cornell/Murray be examined for their effectiveness in discouraging through
traffic on Cornell?
Yes, signal changes will be considered for these intersection (except
Cornell/Murray) and for Cornell/Miller. The impacts on LOS at all these
intersections (plus the Barnes/Miller and Cornell/Miller intersection) will be
analyzed for a scenario that includes 15 seconds of delay (during the peak
hours only) for through movements at Cornell/Miller, Cornell/112th,
Cornell/Saltzman, and for westbound to southbound movements at
Cornell/112th.
Issue #7- Should signal changes at Cornell/Saltzman and Cornell/Murray
become part of the NW Subarea study's recommendations?
This decision will be made after the analysis of the two scenarios mentioned
above, and the discussion of this analysis at the March TAC meeting.
Issue #8- What are Forest Heights obligations to provide privately run
transit service from Forest Heights to downtown Portland? Is Forest Height
obligated to provide the service indefinitely, or for a limited time?
Condition Q clearly states Forest Heights agreement to provide privately run
transit service to downtown Portland every 15 minutes during the peak
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hours only. According to Tri-Met and the City of Portland this requirement is
not limited to a specific time period.
Issue #9- Dave Miller would like more information on the traffic impacts,
neighborhood impacts, and modeling assumptions for the alternatives
(second sequence) with a new tunnel/arterial under Forest Park. He owns a
house near Cornell and 112th which could be directly impacted by such an
alternative.
Information on the modeling assumptions (in a simplified and condensed
form) will be provided to Dave when this becomes available. Traffic and
neighborhood impacts will not be considered for any second sequence
alternatives, since these alternatives were not evaluated for consideration as
study recommendations.
BEFORE THE METRO COUNCIL
FOR THE PURPOSE OF ENDORSING ) RESOLUTION NO. 94-1965
THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE )
NORTHWEST SUBAREA TRANSPORTA- ) Introduced by the
TION STUDY ) Planning Committee
WHEREAS, The Northwest Subarea Transportation Study was
initiated in 1991 and was intended to address transportation
issues in an area generally located north of the Sunset Highway
between northwest Portland and NW 112th Avenue; and
WHEREAS, The initial study objective was to develop and
analyze transportation strategies that would significantly
enhance mobility and relieve the congestion problems within the
study area; and
WHEREAS, The study determined that the congestion problems
were a result of significant travel demand passing through the
study area; and
WHEREAS, The Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency
Act (ISTEA) of 1991 requires comprehensive, multi-modal, and
coordinated transportation planning; and
WHEREAS, The State Transportation Planning Rule (TPR)
requires coordinated transportation and land use planning at the
regional level; and
WHEREAS, As a result of ISTEA and the TPR, study
alternatives for major capital projects, particularly those that
would provide for single-occupant vehicle capacity (SOV), were
eliminated for consideration as part of the Northwest Subarea
Transportation Study; and
WHEREAS, The study concluded that any SOV projects or other
major capital projects should be identified through the next
update to the Regional Transportation Plan or subsequent
refinements; and
WHEREAS, The study identified a package of relatively low-
cost transit, system and demand management, and bicycle and
pedestrian improvements to enhance study area mobility and reduce
through traffic in the study area neighborhoods; now therefore
BE IT RESOLVED:
1. That the Joint Policy Advisory Committee on Transpor-
tation (JPACT) and the Metro Council endorse the Northwest
Subarea Transportation Study recommendations as identified in
Exhibit A.
2. That JPACT and the Metro Council encourage Metro staff
to work with responsible study area agencies and jurisdictions to
implement study recommendations through Memoranda of Understand-
ing.
ADOPTED by the Metro Council this day of
1994.
Judy Wyers, Presiding Officer
TPAC Recommendation
94-1965.RES
5-31-94/MH:lmk
Number Location
Final NwSReco ndations
Description Implementing
Agency
Timing
5 year (CIP) 10 year 10-20 year
Cost
Estimates
Access 1 Safety Improvement Projects
1
2
3
4
5
6
Burnside at Macleay/
Tichner
Burnside at NW Barnes
Burnside at SW Skyline
Burnside at NW Skyline
SW Barnes at Miller
SW Capitol Highway at
Sunset Drive
Signalize intersections and provide
left turn bays on Burnside
Improve intersection (signage)
Signalize intersection
Signalize intersection
Provide right turn lane for
westbound, and separate signal
phase ' for southbound
Realign the intersection, include left
turn bay to Wilson High School
City of Portland
City of Portland
City of Portland
City of Portland
Washington County
City of Portland
X
X
X
X
X
X
••• $150,000
$5,000
$474,500
$200,000
$41,500
$1,000,000
Sub Totat $ 1 , 8 7 1 , 0 0 0
Transportation Systems Management (TSM) Projects
7
8
9
Beaverton-Hillsdale Hwy.
at Bertha/Capitol
1-405 at Sunset Highway
Cornell at Miller
Eastbound bus bypass lane from
Beaverton-Hillsdale Hwy. to Capitol
Add SB to WB exit ramp, widen at
east end and restripe rest of ramp
Adjust signal phasing to discourage
through traffic on Cornell, monitor
City of Portland
ODOT
City of Portland
X
X
X
$25,000
$290,000
$2,000
Sub Total $ 3 1 7 , 0 0 0
Bicycle and Pedestrian Protects
1 0
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
Burnside from NW
Macleay to SW Barnes
Burnside near NW Barnes
SW Barnes from Leahy to
Burnside
Cornell from Westover to
Miller
Cornell from Miller
t o l l 2 t h
Miller Road
Barnes Road Extention
from Hwy.217 to 112th
Leahy Road
Add segments of bike facilities and
sidewalks
Add a pedestrian overpass
Add a bike lane
Add bicycle/pedestrian lane
Add bicycle/pedestrian lanes
Add a bikeway
Add bicycle/pedestrian lanes
Add a bikeway
City of Portland
City of Portland
Washington County
City of Portland
Washington County
City of Portland
/Washington County
Washington County
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
$500,000
$500,000
$208,000
$518,000
• $500,000
$71,000
$327,000
$667,000
Sub Total $3,291,000
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Number Location
Final NWS Recom ations
Description Implementing
Agency
Timine
5 year (C1P) 10 year 10-20 year
Cost
Estimates
Transit Projects
• 18
19
2 0
21
22
23
24
25
Burnside/Barnes west of
NW 23rd
Various locations to
Westside LRT
Various locations to
Westside LRT
Bethany Area to Westside
LRT
Burnside and Barnes
Westside LRT stations and
Park and Ride lots
Oak Hills to downtown
Portland
Forest Heights to
downtown Portland
Increase transit service on the
existing line #20 to 15 min. service
during both peak and off peak.
Increase transit service on 5 feeder
bus lines to 15 min. service during
peak and 20 min. during off peak.
Increase transit service on 3 feeder
bus lines to 15 min. service during
peak and 30 min. during off peak.
Add a feeder bus line from Rock
Creek Community College (via West
Union Road, and Saltzman) to the
Sunset Transit Station, with 15
minute service during peak and 20
minute service during off peak.
Provide additional bus shelters at
selected locations along the existing
line #20 route, west of NW 23rd and
Burnside.
Install bike lockers
Add new bus line on Cornell Road,
with stops at Forest Heights.
Maintain privately run express
transit with 15 min. service during
peak hours only.
Tri-Met
Tri-Met
Tri-Met
Tri-Met
Tri-Met
Tri-Met
Tri-Met
Forest Heights and
City of Portland
•
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
** $486,300
•* $630,500
** $400,800
*+ $806,000
$22,400
$35,500
** $835,400
$0
Sub Total $ 5 7 , 9 0 0
5M* Total ** $ 3 , 1 5 9 , 0 0 0
Grand Total $ 5 , 5 3 6 , 9 0 0
1
 The scope of this project is subject to change, and may result in a new cost estimate.
'* Project costs are per year estimates to provide transit service.
'**• This project has been completed and will be operational in March of 1994.
^ote: All above cost estimates are systems planning level estimates, not engineering estimates.
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STAFF REPORT
CONSIDERATION OF RESOLUTION NO. 94-2009 FOR THE PURPOSE
OF ESTABLISHING A FIVE AND TEN-YEAR TRANSPORTATION
FINANCE STRATEGY
Date: July 5, 1994 Presented by: Andrew C. Cotugno
PROPOSED ACTION
Endorsement of a 5-year transportation finance strategy and an
intent to develop a comprehensive 10-year strategy to include:
1. Pursuit of local matching funds for South/North LRT, including:
a. a Tri-Met referred $475 million General Obligation (G.O.)
Bond Measure to be voted on in November, 1994;
b. a C-TRAN referred funding measure to be voted on in 1995;
c. an Oregon legislative funding contribution; and
d. a Washington legislative funding contribution.
2. Pursuit of a Metro referred funding measure to be voted on in
November, 1995, for an arterial/bridge/freight
access/bike/pedestrian improvement program.
3. Pursuit of state funding for ODOT maintenance, preservation and
improvements, and for local maintenance and preservation and
for a possible bridge and/or arterial program.
4. Acknowledgement that construction funding for the next LRT
corridor after South/North will not be sought until funding is
implemented toward meeting the arterial/bridge/freight
access/bike/pedestrian needs and transit operations.
BACKGROUND
Transportation finance has been a top priority of Metro for a
number of years and will continue to be under the direction being
set by this resolution. Resolution No. 89-1035 focused on funding
for the Westside LRT, state legislative proposals for roads and
transit and an intent to pursue a local-option vehicle registration
fee for arterials. In 1992, the Metro arterial fund was deferred
in favor of participating with ODOT in the development of the
Oregon Transportation Plan (OTP) and comprehensive statewide
funding initiative. This effort ultimately failed in the 1993
Oregon Legislature. Later in 1993, Metro resumed efforts to
establish an arterial fund and the Oregon Transportation Finance
Coalition was formed to determine appropriate funding measures to
be considered by the 1995 Oregon Legislature. In addition, the
Westside Corridor Project has transitioned into major construction
activities as most of its funding commitments are in place. As
such, the region has focused significant funding attention on the
South/North LRT Project.
This resolution addresses these significant unmet funding concerns.
SOUTH/NORTH FUNDING
This resolution would launch the region's efforts to secure funding
for the South/North LRT Project. Studies are well underway to
establish alignment and termini for a project from Clackamas County
through Milwaukie, downtown Portland and Vancouver into Clark
County, Washington. These studies and the process to secure
federal funding are driven by federal requirements and schedule.
The studies are being conducted to meet all federal environmental
impact requirements and result in a final selection of the Locally
Preferred Alternative (LPO) in 1996. This is scheduled to enable
Congress to make a funding commitment when the next Intermodal
Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) is adopted in 1996.
By that time, it is critical to have local funding commitments in
place and a local decision on the project definition. An
Interstate Compact will also be needed from Congress and the two
Legislatures.
The alternative to proceeding with funding efforts in 1994 would be
to consider a vote referral at a later date and approach the Oregon
Legislature in the 1997 session for their match commitment. This
approach, however, would result in missing the Congressional
funding window leading to a delay of at least six years before the
next Congressional authorization is scheduled. A delay of this
sort would be a severe setback, straining the region's ability to
keep a Clackamas County project linked up with a Clark County
project. In addition, it would bring into question the three-year
period of validity of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) .
ARTERIAL FUNDING
This resolution would reconfirm past statements of importance for
a regional funding measure for arterials. In addition, it would
broaden the intent to pursue such a funding measure to include
rehabilitation and seismic retrofit of the Willamette River
bridges, improvements to meet bike and pedestrian needs, road-
related improvements to improve transit service, and increased
recognition of roadway improvements for freight access.
A funding measure is not recommended for referral to the voters in
1994 because of the conflict with action by the Oregon Legislature
in 1995. With the failure of the 1993 transportation funding
package, the State has been forced to cut over $400 million in
projects from its Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) and
local governments have been forced to cut their local maintenance
and preservation programs. If the region were to pursue a gas tax
in 1994 for one type of project — capital improvements to
arterials — it would be at the expense of another type of project
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— ODOT highway projects and local maintenance. Therefore, it is
recommended that the region defer such an action until November,
1995.
The resolution also acknowledges that the region will not pursue
funding for the next LRT .corridor after South/North LRT until
funding for arterials/bridges/freight access/bike/pedestrian and
transit operations is implemented. This is intended to reinforce
the importance of addressing these issues without further deferral.
1995 LEGISLATURE PROGRAM
Metro and the Portland region are participating in the Oregon
Transportation Finance Coalition to define a 1995 legislative
agenda for transportation finance. This agenda and set of
priorities is still under development. A further action by Metro
will be needed to consider that proposal, but this resolution
identifies the key areas of interest for the Portland region,
including:
o funding .for ODOT highway maintenance, preservation and capital
improvements;
o funding for local road maintenance;
o funding for a state and local bridge and/or arterial program;
o possible consideration of a constitutional amendment to allow
a local-option vehicle registration fee to be used for transit
operations; and potentially
o a state funding commitment for South/North LRT.
10-YEAR STRATEGY
This resolution would initiate development of a comprehensive 10-
year financing strategy. This would be aimed at building on the
definition of needs provided by the Oregon Roads Needs Study, the
Multnomah County Bridge Capital Plan and the updated Regional
Transportation Plan (RTP) based upon the results of Region 2040.
This effort should clearly define those needs that are critical to
address within the next 10 years and establish a strategy to pursue
each element over the 10-year period. At the core of this will be
the specific elements established by this resolution for a regional
arterial fund and South/North LRT funding. However, it will go
farther in terms of fully defining the needs, the extent of
federal, state, regional and local responsibility for meeting these
needs, and the intended regional strategy for its component. It
should also consider such factors as the role of congestion
pricing, fees on growth, public-private partnerships and the use of
debt instruments.
ACC/bc/94-2009.RES/07-05-94
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BEFORE THE METRO COUNCIL
FOR THE PURPOSE OF ESTABLISHING ) RESOLUTION NO. 94-2009
A FIVE AND TEN-YEAR TRANSPORTATION )
FINANCE STRATEGY ) Introduced by
) Councilor Rod Monroe
WHEREAS, Metro adopted the Regional Transportation Plan
(RTP) by ordinance No. 92-433 identifying a comprehensive system of
transportation improvements; and
WHEREAS, An update to this Plan is under development in
conjunction with the Region 2040 Project to meet the Metro Charter
requirements for the transportation element of the Regional
Framework Plan and to be responsive to requirements established by
the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA), the
Clean Air Act (CAA) and the LCDC Transportation Rule; and
WHEREAS, Transportation is consistently cited as a critical
concern in the public outreach efforts of Region 2040; and
WHEREAS, Metro last endorsed a comprehensive regional
financing strategy by Resolution No. 89-1035; and
WHEREAS, Metro endorsed a comprehensive statewide financing
strategy by Resolution No. 92-1719A; and
WHEREAS, Transportation finance remains a critical unmet
need; now therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED,
That the Council of Metro:
1. Endorses Exhibits "A" and "B" as the framework for a
comprehensive 5-year transportation funding strategy and basis for
developing.a 10-year strategy; and
2. Intends to cooperate with the Oregon Transportation
Finance Coalition on transportation finance proposals of statewide,
interest.
ADOPTED by the Metro Council this day of
, 1994.
Judy Wyers, Presiding Officer
ACC/bc
94-2009.RES
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Exhibit "A"
JPACT 10-Year Transportation Finance Strategy
1. Prepare and adopt a 10-year funding strategy to adequately
address regional needs for all modes.
2. Tri-Met refer a $475 million bond measure to the voters in
November 1994 for the regional share of South/North LRT. The
scope of the South/North LRT Project will be recommended by
the South/North Steering Group.
3. Seek South/North LRT funding shares from Clark County and the
Washington State Legislature.
4. Metro commits to refer a transportation funding measure to
voters in November 1995 for a comprehensive regional road,
bridge, freight access, bike, pedestrian program that
addresses the needs established in the Oregon Roads Finance
Study, the Multnomah County Bridge Capital Plan and the
updated RTP based on the results of Region 2040.
5. Pursue a legislative program in 1995 through the Oregon
Transportation Finance Coalition to include:
Funding for.ODOT highway maintenance, preservation and
capital improvements;
Funding for local road maintenance;
Funding for a state and local bridge and/or arterial
program; and, potentially
State funding commitment for South/North LRT
6. Funding for construction of the next LRT corridor after
South/North will not be pursued until a funding program has
been implemented for the regional arterials/bridge/freight
access/bike/ pedestrian program and transit operations
expansion.
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FIVE-YEAR F I L I N G PROGRAM
Roads
Bridges
Bike/Ped.
Program
South/North
Capital &
Next LRT
Start-Up
Transit
Operations
Major State
Highways
Local
Maintenance
1994
Tri-Met G.O.
Bond Measure:
- S/N: $475M
1995
State Gas Tax
funded Arterial and
Bridge Program
Metro vote referral
of Arterial/Bridge
Program
Wash. Co. MSTIP
Oregon State
Commitment of S/N
Matching Funds
(lottery, STP
and/or NHS)
Washington State
commitment of S/N
Matching Funds
Legislative
referral of Const.
Amendment for use
of vehicle fees
State $20 VRF
imposed effec. 1-97
Impose 2£ x 2 year
gas tax for roads
effec. 1-96
Impose 2£ x 2 years
gas tax for roads
effec. 1-96
1996
Initiate
request for
ISTEA funds
Statewide
Const.
Amendment
Clackamas
Co. Gas Tax
1997
Increase in
state
Arterial
and Bridge
Program
Finalize
ISTEA
funding
commitment
Impose 2$ x
2 years gas
tax for
roads
Impose 2$ x
2 years gas
tax for
roads
1998
Possible
Regional
VRF for
Operations
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Association of Oregon Rail and Transit Advocates
AORTA • P.O. Box 2772 • Portland, Oregon 97208-2772
Also known as OreARP # Oregon Association of Railway Passengers
Testimony before JPAC on July 14,1994
Re: Proposed Resolution 94-2009
by Fred Nussbaum, President
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
My name is Fred Nussbaum and I'm president of AORTA.
My organization is, of course, very supportive of the South/North Light Rail Project and, although we have
some doubts that the voters will look favorably on the $475 Million G.O. bond, we think it is worth a try.
I come before you today to register some concerns my organization has with the particulars of Exhibit B
of this resolution dealing with the future legislative package for transportation funding. The current
wording of the policies you are recommending seem to box the Metro Council into pursuing the very same
legislative strategy that was unsuccessful in the last session, one totally contingent on securing new
taxes, a rather "iffy" proposition in these times. We remind you that the almost identical 1993 Legislative
package was killed by a combination of fiscal conservatives opposing new or increased taxes and metro
area liberals unhappy about vet more gas taxes earmarked exclusively for roads.
We urge you to amend the language in the matrix in Exhibit B and supporting documentation removing
any mode-specific references from the funding proposals, as per the attached. This would give the
Council the most flexibility for developing a winnabfe financing strategy for all modes, especially the
traditionally underfunded alternative modes.
We continue to believe that the best, most political palatable strategy for stable funding of transit, bicycle
and pedestrian transportation projects, while providing adequate funding for road and highway
maintenance and preservation, is through amending the Oregon Constitution to broaden the use of motor
vehicle fees and taxes to become, in effect, a Unified Transportation Trust Fund. Several recent polls
support our opinion that general broadening of the allowable purposes of what is now a Highway Trust
Fund consistently has majority public support, in contrast to various local option proposals and additional
or special fees/ taxes earmarked for alternative purposes, such as are being discussed in Resolution 94-
2009.
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In 1993 the Council unanimously endorsed SJR2, which would have provided for general broadening of
the use of motor vehicle fees and taxes. All of those same Councilors also signed on as sponsors on an
initiative, with the same language.
The Council should not have its hands tied by a policy which precludes consideration of legislation similar
to SJR 2. That would not be in the interest of providing adequate funding for all modes in Metro's 10-
year program.
Thank you for your consideration.
Attachment:
FIVE-YEAR FUNDING PROGRAM (AORTA Amendments 7 / 1 4 / 9 4 )
strikeout = delete bold&underlined - add
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General Observations on the National Transportation System Initiative
Surface Transportation Policy Project
June 24, 1994
1, The National Transportation System exercise is as Important as the
development of a National Information infrastructure. Like the Nil exercise, thg
national focus should be on the achievement of broad national goals:
accessibility, resource conservation and sustainability, strategic economic
investment. System goals Include integration of different modes, making the
system informed for both users and operators, and creating system redundancy
and flexibility by lessening reliance on single modes, the essential activities
that need to take place before an NTS can become a reality are ths following:
the creation of adequate system interconnections, communications capabilities,
surveillance and monitoring systems, and a reai time management and
operation capacity; The federal tote should focus on th& development of
institutions th&t can work together to create a ubiquitous user friendly system,
investing In infrastructure, institutional capacity, operational activities end
technologies that achieve the above goals, and monitoring, measurement and
evaluation of progress along key Indicators related to each of the national
goals.
2, The National Transportation System exercise is only partly about
inventorying transportation facilities and mapping them. Mapping is important,
but DOT haa mapped systems before. If we wish to achieve the broader
national goals set forth In ISTEA and articulated by Secretary Pena# what's
needed is to move beyond the mapping exorcise to encourage a management
focus rather than a facility development focus, a mw and trip foeue rather than
a link focus, and intermodal system focus rather than level of service or volume
focus. ;
3. We need to turn the traditional two dimensional map on its side, in the way
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that telecommunications people have done for a long time: There are many
channels between two points and the important focus is providing for the
efficiency af the multiple channels arid for flexibility of use. The question of the
I4T5 is then one of mapping desire for travel, Information flow and goods
movement and determining efficient, equitable and ecological ways of satisfying
that desire. The attached figures attempt to depict this other kind of map.
4. In an information and service economy, volume and tonnage are not so
important as they once were. Content value, and timeliness become more
Important *- this changes the focus from the long haul interstate portion of the
trip where time is a function of distance to delay points such as congested
metropolitan areas and intermodal connections.. From a standpoint of national
role, then, creating transit alternatives to relieve metropolitan congestion is
important to interstate freight and passenger movement. Making transit
connections to airports or freight connections between modes in metro area*
are important. Reliability becomes critical too; and so one part of the NTS
should be creating the surveillance capability to track passenger and freight
movement on at least a sample baste and creating communications capacity to
enable real time management
5. In an electronic economy, where money, property and information can
change owners and cross state and national boundaries with the exchange of
digital codes, interstate commerce no longer happens primarily at the
boundaries between political jurisdictions. To rely upon performance measures
focused on volume to measure importance ignores the reality of the information
ago.
6. Volume indicators force a continuation of past trends, which will perpetuate
the problems created by a transportation system that Is overly dependent upon
one mode. Potential capacity may b« a more proactive way to encourage
economic efficiency.
7. Interstate commerce and national defense are two commonly cited
foundations for the national transportation system, in fact there are equally
important federal roles In transportation deriving from aqual protection, civil
rights, protecting the environment and ensuring the public health, safety and
welfare. Measures of transportation system performance that derive from these
goals have to do with accessibility of transit service to the transit dependent, to
low income, minority and rural citizens, they have to do with reducing the use of
fossil fuels and other nonrcmewable resources including land, open apace and
neighborhoods and they relate to Investment which supports local and regional
economies by providing improved access to ports, airports and central cities tor
freight and passengers,
8. The development of the NITS needs to b© a "bottoms-up" exercise. ISTEA
shifted much decision, making responsibility la MPGs and local communities.
The NTS noftda to be a vehicle for articulating the importance of key national
goals to these decision makers, not a reversion to a nationally defined system.
The foundation of the NTS lathe Metropolitan Transportation System and the
intermodal linkages to be built through the.state plans, the. appropriate federal
role for the NTS Is to help to build local, regional and state institutional capacity,
invest in processes and projects which address key national goals, and provide
a data and report which allows people to evaluate the performance of the
system,
QUESTIONS FOR STPP
1. The brochure states that by the ond of 1994, ti*o Department will have
developed guidance for the participation of state and local governments and the
private sector in th« NTS identification process and to have an initial NTS map
by September, 1995. What are your views as to the role which federal, state,
local governments, the private sector and the public should play In defining the
NTS, the prooesa thin should entail and tho timeline?
2. You have urged that irmteaU of btiing focused an facilities, that the NTS be a
critical examination of the key Impediments to achieving the goals of Improved
performance* access, system preservation, and enhancement of the
environment la the Department's proposed approach consistent with what you
have urged?
3. What techniques do you believe the NTS can pursue to measure the
contribution certain facilities make to social and environmental goals? Should
the contribution of policies to achieving these goals also be considered and
measured through the NTS?
4. Volume is considered to be a sound Indication of the contribution transportation
facilities make to interstate commerce. But meeting social objectives such a»
accessible mobility for those who cannot drive or the enhancement of
community liveabillty Is also important. Should transportation services, facilitta*
and policies which make a contribution to achieving such social objectives be
included In the NTS. If so, how should the NTS distinguish between what Is of
national significance versus of local concern?
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Answers to Your Questions of STPP
1, Rotes, Process and Timeline; The development of the NTS needs to be
grounded in the planning process created in ISTEA* States and MPOs need to
be charged with the development of state level proposals and MPOs must be
asked to develop processes and programs for the development and
management of a Metropolitan Transportation System. For the NTS to
auocead, it needs at ltd base an MPO that is capable of convening a
partnership to manage the metropolitan system. Public Involvement must be a
key part of these planning processes. This process should begin with currently
developing plans and continue as an ongoing process,
The federal government needs to identify the barriers to an Intermodal systems
approach (e.g., lack of airport accountability to the process, lack of funding
flexibility to freight, resistance ot some states and MPOs to transit or TDM
solutions, need for direction to MPOs to manage the system, and barriers
deployment of technological options to Improve user/operator information) and
develop administrative and legislative proposal to remove these barriers. The
DDT must also take responsibility for Identifying measures and data no&dod to
evaluate system effectiveness in social, environmental and economic terms and
provide this data to Congress and the public. The House bill, the Borski bill and
the Administration's proposal atl seek a proposal by 1995, but the actual
proeass is likely to take longer, cover different program authorizations, and be
an ongoing effort.
2. Responsiveness to 9TPP Concerns. Any exercise that is focused
primarily on mapping existing faculties and measuring existing volumes will tend
to perpetuate the past. This approach will result in continued over reliance on
the highway mode and a continued overemphasis on long distance trips. Thus
an approaoh primarily focused on mapping will not deliver an effective
imermodal system, nor will it recognize the economic value of the nation's
metropolitan areas to the nation as a whole. We are concerned that the current
proposal fails to properly recognize broader social, economic and environmental
objectives and thai it fails to adequately incorporate short trips by transit, bike
or walking.
3. Social and Environmental Goale. The NTS needs to measure
accessibility not mobility. This will Involve ensuring access to transportation to
all citizens, even those without cars, Measures of access relate to system
coverage and extent, service frequency, and demographic subgroups of the
population. As we indicate above, similar measurements can be macte of
environmental contributions and economic contributions. Y e s - these
objectives should be a vital part of the Administration's NTS objectives.
4. National vs. Local Issues. The question of distinguishing between national
and local Issues Is a false one. We have already decided that wide varieties of
transportation facilities and projects are of national concern, based upon a
variety of Constitutional grounds. The NTS should not become a rigid map of
nationally important facilities inscribed upon a permanent map. Instead the
NTS should build upon ISTEA's foundation of empowered regional decision
makers seeking to address Important national objectives. ISTEA stipulated
such national objectives as a wall maintained Interstate, dean air and safe
bridges. The NTS initiative can go further by Incorporating other modes, private
sector players, new technologies for system management and economic, social
and environmental effectiveness as key national objectives.
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July 8, 1994
Honorable Dirk K&mptfiorne
United States Senate
SD-367
Washington, D.C 20510
REt Senate Designation of the National Highway System
Dear Senator Kempthome,
the Tae Surface transportation TVwispomtion Policy Project (STPP), a non-
profit coalition of over one hundred groups whose mission is to
reform transportation policy to be socially equitable, economically
effective, energy conserving and environmentally sensitive, believe
that the effort to designate the National Highway System (NHS)
offer* an opportunity. fortot the Senate to embrace ISTBA's call for a
National transportation Iranspoztation System in which people and communities
matter, Because the Senate Environment and Public Works
Committee is id in the process of scheduling a second hearing on the
designation of the 1SIHS, STPP and the undersigned organisations
wish to communicate our support of this National Transportation
System (NTS) to you at this i$ time along with our frur ideas on ensuring
that the NHS is ft Integrated with the h« overall direction of ISTBA,
ISTEA represented flepre6cat«d a major change in direction dWction for federal
transportation policy — away from a focus on meeting simple
projections of demand and toward a focus on a balanced system
which attempt* to respond to the need* of people and communities.
Undoubtedly protecting the federal investment in a system of
national highways is a critical part of thie effort, but BO is die
provision of key imarmod&l connections to our freight modes and so
is the effort to provide fox transit md non-motorized alternatives to
the automobile. The NHS should be seen as a subset of a National
Transpartarifiini System (NTS).
Clearly Secretary Pena agrees with this concept of a National
Transportation System (NTS). Xn Ms remarks introducing an NTS on
December 9, 1994, the Seorctajcy stated "In our view, the NTS
should incorporate the most significant elements of the nation's
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transportation systems -- including airports flSipons, ports, waterways aierwayg. rail rafl, intercity bus lines, pipelines
and aad local transit system*. It should include systems moving both otk ppeople «*ple and freight; and Facilities
owned by both private businesses and governments
Although we vro believe the Secretary understands the need for an NTS, it paniculady
concerns us that Oiat the United Sates Department of transportation's TtaaspomnWs (USDOT) proposal for on NHS
Includes 21 high priority corridors featuring major new Interstate type ioad alignments and 16
new beltways around metropolitan areas. These projects are not in approved plans, will Involve
a commitment of billions of dollars to the states that included them on their maps and could have
a significant impact on future apportionments, This hardly allows for a "clean11 bill.
STPP and its members fear that the NHS may become a vehicle for farther disinvestment
in the nation's metropolitan areas, %g there is uo provision within ISTEA for ensuring that a fair
share of NHS funding is provided to these areas where most of the people live and most of the
congestion and air quality problems reside. We strongly support a national system that enures
a fair return to all areas (e.g. metropolitan nettopolitan, small ttoall town and rural areas based on population).
STPP has found that most states arc ignoring the critical congestion and maintenance needs of
their most populated urban areas by obligating thd? NHS funds outside urbanized areas and
channelling these funds tods toward traditional road projects.
We believe the first priority of NHS investment should be restoration, resurfacing and
rehabilitation of the designated system* This could be accomplished ftttJoropHshed by requiring that states
demonstrate adequate NHS maintenance through their management systems. We also believe that
capacity expansion should be undertaken only if states can assure that the NHS $ is adequately
maintained
STPP is further concerned that the NHS not become an inflexible system with national
design standards. We support flexible design and construction standards that will provide states
with flexibility for the consideration of environmental, safety, scenic, community and historic
preservation concerns and enhanced access for bike and pedestrian traffic. In the past, these
design Amiga standards »tflndnnis have been the pretext far much capacity expansion, much mudt disruption of
communities and the environment and much damage to historic, aesthetic and scenic scAnlc values aihies.
We urge you to help bring these provisions to the attention of the leadership aderRhlp and
incorporate these ideas tctaw into any Senate «n&te proposal for designation of a National Highway
System. We have developed specific language to make the NHS bill a true National
Transportation System and would like the opportunity to share this language with you.
With your help we can have A National Transportation Systtstn that is designed to serve the
economic, environmftntal and sodal needs of til© nation while it preserves th6 important it>le of
highways in th& nation's economy.
We appreciate the opportunity to communicate cm policy concerns to you.
Hank Dittmar David Burwell
Bxecutlve Director RanVto-Trails Conservancy
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